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February Family Focus: Patience & Kindness!  
This month we’ll be focusing on two character qualities of the fruit of the Spirit: PATIENCE & KINDNESS. 
Just like the other character qualities we have studied (love, joy, peace); patience and kindness doesn’t come 
and go based on our feelings and/or emotions, because as believers, we are promised the constant presence of 
the Holy Spirit in our lives. Therefore, His patience and kindness always remains. Our job is to choose patience 
over anger and to choose kindness over rudeness! 
Warning! Expect to receive several opportunities to practice choosing patience and kindness this month since 
we are studying these character qualities. When facing these opportunities, don’t forget to stop and ask for 
God’s help...after all, He is the one who produces the fruit through us by His Holy Spirit. Have fun practicing! 
Week #1: God is Patient with me… I need to be patient with others. 
For Parents: there are two Greek words used in the Bible for patience. One speaks of being patient in difficult 
circumstances. The other speaks of being patient towards difficult people. The word “patience” used in 
Galatians 5:22-23, speaks in reference to being patient with difficult people. Patience is a delayed reaction of 
anger or paying someone back for the wrong they did to you. It is the quality of restraint that prevents believers 
from speaking or acting hastily in the face of disagreement, opposition or persecution. Patience often involves 
forgiveness! 
So, how do young children learn patience? They learn from parents and other adults modeling positive behavior 
in their lives. By now this sounds like a broken record and believe me when I say that it is never meant to 
discourage you. Be encouraged that with the power of the Holy Spirit you will be used greatly to show your 
children what patience looks like in the Kingdom of God. and paraphrase!  !
Ask:  

• What is it like for someone to be kind to you? (sharing, asking me to play, give a hug) 
• What is it like for someone to be patient to you? (forgiving me when I am wrong) !

Say:  
I am going to now show you some sign language. Sign language is how people who cannot communicate with 
spoken words talk with their hands. It’s a wonderful gift for those who have no sense of hearing.  
(Show your children several times how to do the sign as described below as you say the word out loud).  !
Apply! 
The sign for the word ”patient” in the American Sign language is done by holding your hand in a fist in front of 
your mouth with your thumb touching your lips and pulling it down toward your chin.  !
The definition is: PATIENT "able to delay gratification" or "able to endure until later"  
This sign similar to PATIENT is the sign SUFFER that uses a twisting movement as the thumb moves 
downward toward the chin. !
Say!  
The sign helps us to remember to STOP when we feel we are going to say something hurtful to someone who is 
being mean to us and think about how the Lord would have us react. It’s no coincidence that we are putting our 



thumb over our mouth. Sometimes it will feel like we are suffering but in a good way. Yielding our right to get 
back when we are hurt will help us to be controlled by the Holy Spirit!!  !!
Apply! 
Read John 8:1-11 
Ask: 

•  How did Jesus show patients toward the woman? (he didn’t condemn her, count her sin against her) 
• How can we as a family be patient toward each other? (have your children brainstorm their own ideas) !

Apply! 
Every time a family member is in a situation where they are going to get angry or say something in anger 
practice the sign language for patient. Do this to one another throughout the week as a reminder of how the 
Lord would have us be patient with each other.  !

Pray! Ask God to help your family produce His fruit of Patience and Kindness in your home! !
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Week #2: Practicing Patience 

Read aloud! 	
  

Colossians 3:12  

Therefore, as God’s chosen people, holy and dearly loved, clothe yourselves with compassion, kindness, 
humility, gentleness and patience.  

Ask:  

• What do you “put on” to get dressed in the morning? (Clean socks, underwear, pants, shirt etc..)  
• What do you usually “take off” so you can “put on” the clothes for the day? (My PJ’s, slippers etc.) 
• What would it be like to put on clean clothes over your PJ’s or dirty clothes? (gross, uncomfortable, 

silly) 
The bible verse in Colossians asks us to “clothe yourselves” with certain behaviors: compassion, kindness, 
humility, gentleness, and patience. Think about what you do to get ready for your day and ask yourself how 
you can start your day with these attitudes in mind.  !
(Showing patience to others is putting up with others mistakes and failures. Play the game below to drive this 
point home).  !
Apply! Showing Patience Game  
(Supplies needed: medicine dropper cleaned out, bowl of water filled up ¼ of the way full, small empty glass or see through 
cup, egg timer or any type of minute timer). !
Start your game by placing items on the kitchen counter or table. Work together as a family to take the water in 
the bowl and fill up the glass in less than 3 minutes. Explain: We will have to cooperate with each other and 
allow for mistakes as we try to beat the timer. Next, vary the game by making teams if you have enough players 
and see who gets the best times. Talk about what was hard about being patient in using the dropper to fill the 
glass and what you might have learned about patience.  
  !
Pray! Ask God to help you accept one another’s weaknesses and to be patient and kind with each other and 
those outside your family unit. Pray for each other to honor God in your relationships! 

!
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Week #3: God is kind to me… I should be kind to others! 
Patience and kindness go hand in hand. Kindness lets others know, someone cares for them. It is a sweet and 
attractive temperament that shows friendliness, no matter how others respond, and God is our perfect example! 
It is out of God’s kindness and love that He shows us patience and saves us! 

Read Aloud! Psalm 145:17; Titus 3:4-5 

Discuss the following: 

• What does Psalm 145 say God is filled with? (Kindness) 

• How has God showed you kindness? 

• In what way does Titus 3 share that God showed us kindness? (He saved us – not because of anything we did 

right – but because of His mercy & kindness.)! 

!
Apply! Supplies needed: Blank Radom acts of kindness color page provided, crayons or markers.  

Ask your child(ren) to help you draw a picture of them showing kindness to someone one the blank “Acts of 
Kindness page”. It can be a teacher, friend, neighbor, or relative. Ask them to post it on the fridge for the 
coming week. Have this be a reminder of what they can possibly do this week to show kindness to someone.  

!
Pray! Thank God for the kindness He has shown you and your family and ask Him to show you ways to be 
kind to others this week. 
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Week #4: Simple Acts of Kindness	

So how was your week of sharing “a random act of kindness?” Hopefully it produced a genuine joy in your 
heart because your focus was on others instead of yourselves! We should never regret doing something kind for 
someone else! Take some time sharing your week of ‘kind deeds’ with one another.	


Read Aloud! Luke 6:32-36 

Discuss the following question: 

• What lessons do we learn from these scriptures?  

(For Parents Only):  

Talk to your children about what an enemy looks like. This can be an abstract concept so keep it simple and ask 
if there is anyone who is mean to them or doesn’t like them for any reason. Children who attend a daycare or 
preschool or even play with neighbors experience at an early age the cruelness of others. Be creative and think 
of ways to prompt them for answers.  

Luke 6 (We should be kind to our enemies and to those who are without expecting anything in return) 

Apply: 

Random Acts of Kindness pt. 2 Supplies needed Random Acts of Kindness color page provided, markers, 
crayons, and scissors.   

Help your child color and cut out one of the acts of kindness strips of paper and hand them out to various people 
each day this week. Talk about how they took opportunities to show kindness at your next Family Focus time.  

Pray! Ask the Lord to use your acts of kindness this week to touch the hearts of those you share with. 
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